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We present Monte Carlo simulations of a generalization of the Feynman-Kikuchi model, which includes the
possibility of vacancies and interactions between the particles undergoing exchange. By measuring the winding
number �superfluid density� and density structure factor, we determine the phase diagram and show that it
exhibits regions which possess both superfluid and charge ordering.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of continuum superfluid phase transitions using
Monte Carlo �MC� methods has a history which includes
path integral simulations of helium using realistic inter-
atomic potentials, which capture T� in good quantitative
agreement with experiment,1 and recent numerical work2 fo-
cusing on experiments3,4 which observe “supersolid”
order,5—the simultaneous presence of both superfluidity and
long range density correlations.

At the same time, related path integral studies of lattice
models �the “boson-Hubbard” Hamiltonian6,7� have been un-
dertaken. These too have been partially motivated by the
issue of supersolid order, but have also been driven by the
possibility of studying the universal conductivity in granular
superconductors,8 and the superfluid–Mott insulator transi-
tions of relevance to optically trapped atoms7

Many of these simulations emphasize Feynman’s picture
of the connection between the superfluid transition and the
increasing entanglement �and ultimate development of mac-
roscopic “winding” across the whole sample� of quantum
paths as the temperature is lowered. Indeed, the superfluid
density �s is proportional to the mean square winding of
paths around the lattice.1

However, even before the advent of these large scale
quantum MC simulations which allow the study of the su-
perfluid transition exactly, Feynman9 and Kikuchi10,11 sug-
gested, and studied analytically, an approximate “classical”
model whose configurations are permutation loops of sites
on a d=3 lattice. The partition function they suggested is

Z =� �
i=1

N

dri�
P

��r1,r2, . . . ,rN�

�exp�−
meffkBT

2�2 �
i

�ri − Pri�2� . �1�

Here, meff is the effective mass of He atoms, and the function
��r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rN� is assumed to be nonvanishing only when
the coordinates ri are located on the sites of a regular lattice
�a cubic lattice in the original treatments�. P refers to a per-
mutation of the coordinates. A transition to a “superfluid”
phase where a macroscopic number of sites participate in a
single large loop, as the temperature T is lowered, was dis-
covered and investigated.12

Various approximations were employed to determine the
properties of this model, predominantly diagrammatic �se-
ries� expansions in the exchange loops. To facilitate these
analytic treatments, in many of the early studies, the allowed
permutations were restricted to “near-neighbor” exchange, in
which the maximum “distance traveled” by each particle i is
only one lattice constant d. That is, �ri−Pri�=d for all par-
ticles i. Among of the early issues concerned were whether
the superfluid transition was third order, as originally found
by Feynman,9 or second order13–16 and whether the order was
affected by the restriction to near-neighbor exchange. An-
other issue was the behavior of the specific heat, both how to
eliminate various artificial structures �and even negative val-
ues� near the phase transition and how to recover the experi-
mentally observed T3 behavior in superfluids at low tempera-
tures. Here, the removal of the restriction to local
permutations was found to be crucial.11

The Feynman-Kikuchi �FK� model is closely related to
the duality-transformed XY model,17,18 where the partition
function can also be expressed in terms of sums of closed
paths on a lattice. The allowed configurations are somewhat
different, since in the XY case path overlap is allowed,
whereas in the FK model, each ri appears only once in Pri.
However, the energy for paths grows quadratically with the
overlap, so that, in practice, large overlaps are unlikely, en-
hancing the similarities between the partition functions. This
connection is perhaps not so surprising since both models
offer ways to understand the superfluid phase transition.

In this paper, we will study the FK model in d=2 using
Monte Carlo simulations.18 Motivated by recent work on su-
persolids, we will then suggest a generalization which con-
tains “vacancies” and interactions between the occupied
sites. We will determine the nature of the superfluid phase
transition and how it depends on particle density, and also
study the possibility of charge ordered states arising from the
interactions. The results allow us to construct the phase dia-
gram of our generalized FK model.

II. MODEL AND COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

We begin by briefly reviewing the motivation for the FK
model, which will expose the connection with exact path
integral expressions for the partition function. Consider the
quantum Hamiltonian for a system of N interacting bosons,
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Ĥ = �
i=1

N
p̂i

2

2m
+ V�r̂1, r̂2, . . . , r̂N� . �2�

Here, p̂i and r̂i are the momentum and position operators.
The partition function is given by

Z = Tr e−Ĥ/T = Tr	e−�Ĥ/T
¯ e−�Ĥ/T


� Tr	e−�K̂/Te−�V̂/T
¯ e−�K̂/Te−�V̂/T
 , �3�

where, following the usual path integral approach,19,20 a
small parameter � was introduced and the exponential of the
full Hamiltonian has been broken into M pieces, with M�
=1, and then approximated by the product of the expon en-
tials of the kinetic and potential energies individually. This
“Trotter” approximation21–23 becomes exact in the limit �
→0 �M→��. We have set Boltzmann’s constant kB=1 for
simplicity.

The trace is evaluated by summing over a complete set of
position eigenstates and also inserting additional complete
sets of position eigenstates throughout the string of incre-
mental imaginary time evolution operators. The potential en-
ergy exponentials act on the eigenstates to give numbers, and
the remaining matrix elements of the kinetic energy opera-
tors are readily computed, yielding

Z = �
P
� �

i=1

N

�
m=1

M

dri
me−S,

S =
�

T
�
m=1

M

V�r1
m,r2

m, . . . ,rN
m� +

�

T
�
m=1

M

�
i=1

N � ri
m+1 − ri

m

�/T �2

. �4�

Here, the superscript m is an “imaginary time” index, which
labels the point of insertion of the different complete sets of
states. The final set of positions �ri

M is constrained to be a
permutation P of the original positions �ri

1, as a conse-
quence of the trace in the definition of the quantum partition
function. The sum over permutations P incorporates the in-
distiguishability of the bosonic particles. This completes the
representation of the partition function as an integral over
classical paths in space and imaginary time.

Examination of this exact expression for the partition
function, now, readily motivates the origin of the FK model.
The function ��r1 ,r2 , . . . ,rN�, and its restriction to a cubic
lattice, can be thought of as arising from the potential energy
terms which act to tend to localize the particle positions in a
regular array. The single exponential in the particle positions
in the FK model can be regarded as a truncation of the com-
plete set of M exponentials for all imaginary times. Notice
that the combination of the leading factor � /T and the two
such factors in the denominator of the “kinetic energy” leads
to the appearance of the temperature in the numerator. From
the viewpoint of the original path integral, this reflects the
fact that as the temperature is lowered, the paths have more
�imaginary� time in which to propagate, and it becomes in-
creasingly easy for them to permute. Physically, this then
leads to a superfluid phase transition as T is lowered.

In this paper, we will work with the FK model on a two-
dimensional square lattice. We will denote by � the inverse

of the prefactor of the sum of the distances traveled by the
individual particles. That is, our partition function will be

Z = �
P

exp�−
E

�
� = �

P
exp�−

1

�
�

i

�ri − Pri�2� . �5�

To be explicit, to a labeling of the sites of the two-
dimensional square lattice, illustrated in Fig. 1 �left�, we as-
sociate a permutation P. An example is shown in Fig. 1
�right�. This configuration contains three nontrivial permuta-
tion loops: The particles at sites 8 and 9 are in a “two par-
ticle” loop, as are the particles at sites 5 and 18. Note that in
the former, each particle moves a single lattice site, and con-
tributes “1” to the energy, while the square of the distances
traveled by each particle in the latter case is 5. The fourth
and fifth rows contain a loop of five particles 	moving dis-
tances �ri−Pri�2=5, 1, 2, 1, and 1
, which extends �“winds”�
all the way across the lattice in the x direction. The remain-
ing sites, which share the same labels in the left and right,
correspond physically to particles which have not undergone
an exchange. The total energy E of the three loops in this
configuration Pri is E= �1+1�+ �5+5�+ �5+1+2+1+1�=22.

The periodic boundary conditions produce an ambiguity
in the definition of the energy, since there is more than one
way in which to compute the distance traveled by each par-
ticle. We define the energy by choosing the smallest of such
distances.

In order to monitor the superfluid phase transition, we
measure the winding across the lattice in the x and y direc-
tions. Wx counts the difference between the number of par-
ticles which move to the right across the vertical edge of the
lattice and those which move to the left. An analogous defi-
nition applies for Wy across the top, horizontal edge. We
define W2=Wx

2+Wy
2. In the right panel of Fig. 1, Wx=1 and

Wy =0.
We now introduce our extension of the FK model to allow

for vacancies. In so doing, we are motivated by recent work
on supersolid phases,2,3 which are, in fact, continuations of
an extensive history. In the configuration in the right panel of
Fig. 1, each site is labeled by one of the 36 sites in the left
panel. All sites are occupied. We can define a set of vacan-
cies by assigning “0” to a subset of the sites in the lattice
�Fig. 2, left�. An allowed configuration P�ri� of the system
has zeroes at the same sites as the vacant sites in ri and the
occupied site labels are permuted. An example is given in

1 2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36

1 2 3 4 18 6

7 9 8 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 5

19 20 25 21 23 24

30 26 27 28 22 29

31 32 33 34 35 36

FIG. 1. Left: Unpermuted labeling of the sites in a 6�6 lattice.
Right: Representative configuration in our simulation. The energy
E=22 and the windings Wx=1 and Wy =0. See text for explanation.
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Fig. 2 �right�. By a similar calculation to that described for
Fig. 1, the configuration shown has energy E=20. Note that
we will consider “annealed” vacancies: the vacancy density
is fixed, but the system is allowed to sample all possible
density locations satisfying that global constraint.

Once vacancies are allowed, it is possible to introduce
additional terms in the summand of the partition function
which control their relative positions on the lattice. We
choose to add the simplest possible term,

Ev = + V�
�ij�

�1 − 	0,Pri
��1 − 	0,Prj

�

= + V�
�ij�

�1 − 	0,ri
��1 − 	0,rj

� . �6�

The sum is over neighboring sites �ij� of the lattice. Ev adds
V to the energy for each link which connects sites both of
which are occupied. As emphasized in Eq. �6�, this number is
the same whether the permuted or unpermuted sites are used
in the summand, since the collection of occupied sites before
and after the exchanges is the same.

The resulting partition function combines the original FK
exchange term and the new interaction term,

Z = �
P

exp�−
1

�
�

i

�ri − Pri�2

− �V�
�ij�

�1 − 	0,Pri
��1 − 	0,Prj

�� . �7�

The inverse temperature � appears in the interaction term in
its usual place.

We conclude this section by briefly discussing our simu-
lation algorithm. Our approach is a straightforward imple-
mentation of the Metropolis Monte Carlo method.24 We sug-
gest a change in our permutation, which consists of
interchanging two, randomly selected, entries Pri and Pr j in
the permutation P. If a vacancy is moved, the list of occu-
pied sites and their permutation must be changed accord-
ingly. The resulting change 
 in the argument of the expo-
nential appearing in the partition function is evaluated, and

the change is accepted with probability p=min�1,e−
�.
As with most path integral simulations, such local moves

have difficulty evolving the configuration through phase
space at large �, where the important paths are dominated by
large loops. We, therefore, also introduce “global” moves
which shift the elements Pri by one lattice constant for sites
i across an entire column or row of the lattice. Such moves
change the vertical or horizontal winding of the lattice by

W= ±1. In some simulations, such moves have low accep-
tance rates as the system size increases. Indeed, this is a
primary limitation of simulations of real helium.1 However,
we do not encounter this difficulty here.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS: FEYNMAN-KIKUCHI
MODEL

We begin by studying the original FK model. In Fig. 3,
we show data for the mean square winding �W2� as a func-
tion of � for different lattice sizes. We see that the winding
becomes nonzero as � increases and that the onset of non-
zero winding becomes increasingly sharp as the lattice size
grows. These raw data are suggestive of a critical �c�0.6
for the development of macroscopic loops. In simulations of
the FK model in which only local exchanges are allowed, on
a d=3 cubic lattice,18 Elser finds �c�0.69. Presumably, the
higher dimensionality lowers �c relative to our d=2 square
lattice, while the restriction to local exchage would tend to
raise �c. Hence, a rough match of the critical points is plau-
sible.

We can make the case for a phase transition, and deter-
mine �c with higher precision, by scaling our raw data. We
adopt the usual ansatz,25 which postulates that the depen-
dence of the order parameter on the parameter controlling the
transition and on the lattice size takes the scaling form

W2�L,�� = Laf	Lb�� − �c�
 . �8�

Here, f is a universal �lattice size independent� function of its
argument, and a and b are critical exponents.

This scaling form is usefully rewritten as

L−aW2�L,�� = f	Lb�� − �c�
 . �9�

From this expression, it is clear that if we scale the order
parameter �W2� by the lattice size to an appropriate exponent,

1 2 0 4 5 6

7 8 0 10 11 12

13 14 15 0 17 18

19 20 21 22 23 24

25 26 0 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 0 36

1 2 0 4 18 6

7 0 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 0 17 5

19 20 25 21 23 24

30 26 0 28 22 29

31 32 33 34 0 36

FIG. 2. Left: Unpermuted labeling of the sites in a 6�6 lattice
when the number of bosons Nb=31�36. Empty sites are labeled by
zeroes. Right: Representative configuration in our simulation of our
extension of the FK model after two Monte Carlo moves. In the
larger exchange move, no vacancies are involved, and only the site
labels have been permuted relative to the panel at the left. In the
vacancy move, from site 9 to site 8, the site labels change as well.
See text for further explanation.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
β

0

0.5

1

1.5

W
2

8x 8
16x 16
32x 32
64x 64

128x128

FIG. 3. �Color online� Raw data for the mean square winding as
a function of � on lattice sizes ranging from 8�8 to 128�128.
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L−a�W2�, and plot as a function of the control parameter �,
all the curves will cross at the universal value f�0� when �
=�c, regardless of the value of the second exponent b.

Figure 4 presents the results of the analysis in which the
vertical �order parameter, �W2�� axis alone is scaled. We ob-
serve a universal crossing of the five curves and infer �c
=0.62±0.01 and a=0.61±0.03.

We calculate the average energy and specific heat from
the partition function using the standard thermodynamics
formulas,

�E� = −
� ln Z

��
, C =

�E

�T
. �10�

Figure 5 shows a plot of specific heat as a function of tem-
perature. We used the temperature rather than � as our hori-
zontal axis, as it is more conventional. We see that there is a
peak in the specific heat at roughly the same position as the
crossing of the winding Tc=1 /�c=1 /0.62=1.61. The rela-
tively large difference of Tc from the position of the peak is
possibly due to the anomalous position of � �in the denomi-
nator of the argument of the exponential�, which creates the

negative values of C at low T and small lattices, thus wors-
ening the ability to extract Tc.

The specific heat exhibits a sharp drop, and goes negative,
close to T=0. This is a nonphysical effect, which appears due
to the finite size of the lattice, as can be seen as follows.
Starting with the partition function of Eq. �5�, we obtain

E = −
� ln Z

��
= −

1

�2

�
n

Ke−K/�

Z0
= −

1

�2 �E� , �11�

where Z0=�ne−K/� is the partition function used in Monte
Carlo simulations; �E� is our MC calculation of energy. The
specific heat

C =
�E

�T
=

�E

��1/��
= −

1

�
�E� +

1

�2 ��E2� − �E�2� = −
1

�
B +

1

�2A .

�12�

For a finite lattice, as �→�, A and B approach constant
values given by all permutations on the L�L lattice, having
equal probability. As a consequence, as �→�,

−
1

�
B +

1

�2A =
1

�2 �A − B�� → 0−.

So at large �, or small T, the specific heat becomes negative,
achieves its minimum, and goes back to zero as T→0. As the
lattice size increases, the area of negative specific heat moves
closer to T=0. This is because the situation when all permu-
tations have approximately equal probability occurs when
K /�→0, or L2 /�→0, so ��L2, or T�L−2, for this area of
negative specific heat.

Despite the crudity of the model, we can, following
Feynman9 and Kikuchi,10 use these results to infer a rough
critical temperature for helium. The scaling of the winding
gives �c=0.62 or Tc=1.62. To recover physical values for
the temperature, we note that our unit is T1=�2 /kBmd2,
where m is the mass of the boson and d is the lattice spacing.
For 4He, using a density of 146 kg /m3 and d=3.57
�10−10 m, we obtain T1=0.95 K. This puts our transition
temperature around 1.5 K, which is in the same ballpark as
T� for helium.

We close this section by examining the low T behavior of
the specific heat, since obtaining the proper exponent was the
focus of much of the original work on the FK model. In three
dimensions, where the initial analytic studies were per-
formed, a linearly dispersing �phonon� mode E�k�=ck gives
C�T��T3 at low T. Here, we are working in d=2, where,
instead, C�T��T2. Figure 6 shows an attempt to fit C�T� to a
power law. The least squares fit gives C�T��T1.95±0.1 for
lattices of different sizes, which is in reasonable agreement
with the prediction based on a linearly dispersing mode. We
restrict our fit to temperatures higher than the onset tempera-
tures of the finite size artifact negative C�T� values onset.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS: EXTENDED
FEYNMAN-KIKUCHI MODEL

We now turn to our generalization of the FK model, in
which we allow a lattice with partial filling and a repulsive

4444

8888

12121212

16161616

0.40.40.40.4 0.50.50.50.5 0.60.60.60.6 0.70.70.70.7 0.80.80.80.8

WWWW
2222

LLLL0.
61

0.
61

0.
61

0.
61

ββββ

8x88x88x88x8
16x1616x1616x1616x16
32x3232x3232x3232x32
64x6464x6464x6464x64
128x128128x128128x128128x128

FIG. 4. �Color online� Raw data of Fig. 3 for the mean square
winding, scaled by the lattice size. The intersection of the curves
determines �c=0.62±0.01.
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0.25
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C
(T
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Tc

8x8
16x16
32x32
64x64

FIG. 5. �Color online� Plot of specific heat for the original FK
model, that is, a fully filled lattice with no vacancies and no inter-
actions. The value of the critical temperature inferred from the scal-
ing of the winding �Fig. 4� is indicated as a vertical dotted line. The
negative values of C�T� at low T are a finite size artifact, as ex-
plained in the text.
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interaction V between nearest neighbor sites. We study first
the special case of half-filling, where it is possible to have
perfect ordering of the vacancies and/or particles in a
“checkerboard� pattern.

A. Half-filling: Š�‹= 1
2

How does the introduction of vacancies affect �c
SF in the

absence of interactions, V=0? �Henceforth in this manu-
script, we will append a superscipt “SF” to �c for the super-
fluid transition to distinguish it from the �c

CDW for charge
ordering. See below.� Figures 7 and 8 are the analogs of Figs.
3 and 4 and show the unscaled and scaled winding, as a
function of �. As before, we have done simulations for lat-
tices of different sizes to perform the finite size scaling. The
crossing occurs at �c

SF=1.50±0.02. By repeating this sweep
of � for different V, we can compute the superfluid phase
boundary �c

SF�V� in the V-� plane at half-filling. This is
shown in Fig. 11.

A natural question to ask is whether Ev induces vacancy
and/or density ordering. We define the real space density
correlation function,

c�r,r�� = �„��r� − ���…„��r�� − ���…� , �13�

where the density ��ri�=1 if the site i is occupied, and is
zero otherwise. The structure function,

S�q� =
1

N
�
r,r�

eiq·�r−r��c�r,r�� , �14�

is the Fourier transform of the density correlations. Here, N
is the number of sites. At half-filling, the ordering vector q
= �� ,��. In a disordered phase where c�r ,r�� decays expo-
nentially with �r−r��, S�q� will vanish in the thermodynamic
limit �proportional to 1 /N�. In an ordered phase, S�q� will go
to a constant as the system size increases, for the appropriate
ordering wave vector q.

Proceeding in analogy with the winding �W2�, we measure
S�� ,�� for different lattice sizes and do finite size scaling to
determine �c

CDW for the CDW transition. Representative
plots, for V=2.5, are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Putting to-
gether such sweeps for different interaction strengths V
yields the density order-disorder �CDW� phase boundary in
the �-V plane at half-filling, shown in Fig. 11.

In fact, a number of aspects of the phase diagram of Fig.
11 can be inferred by a mapping to the Ising model. We note
that the interaction energy Ev of Eq. �6� maps precisely to
that of the Ising model �the well-known equivalence of
lattice-gas and Ising models� with the definition of the spin
Si

z=2	��ri�− 1
2

. The alternating occupied and empty site pat-

tern caused by the repulsive particle-particle interaction �V
0� corresponds to an antiferromagnetic arrangement in
spin language. The quantity V /4 plays the role of the ex-
change constant J. The critical temperature of the Ising

0.1

0.05

0.025

10.750.5

C
(T

)

T

T1.7

T1.95

T2.2

FIG. 6. �Color online� A log-log plot of specific heat versus
temperature yields data consistent with a straight line of slope
1.95±0.1, in agreement with the expected value, 2. We used a tem-
perature range 0.5�T�1.25, where T is small, but out of range of
the �nonphysical� dip in C.
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FIG. 7. �Color online� Raw data for �W2� for the extended FK
model with half-filling and V=0.
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FIG. 8. �Color online� Data of Fig. 7, scaled. We infer �c
SF

=1.50±0.02.
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FIG. 9. �Color online� The structure factor S�� ,�� is shown as
a function of � at half-filling and V=2.5.
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model given by the Onsager solution Tc=2.269J then implies
a density ordering �c

CDW=4 /2.269V=1.763 /V. We expect
this result to be accurate for large �, when Ev dominates over
any effects on the site densities which might be caused by
the exchange term �which has � in the denominator in the
partition function�. This curve is shown as the dotted line in
Fig. 11.

We can also make a qualitative argument for how the
phase boundary might bend away from this Ising limit as the
role of � becomes larger. For any given density arrangement,
the exchange of particles provides additional configurations
of the system associated with permutations of the particle
indices. Such configurations have lower energy when the oc-
cupied sites are adjacent. Thus, we expect that the exchange
term will favor “ferromagnetic” spin configurations, in com-
petition with the “antiferromagnetism” driven by Ev. This
suggests a lowering of the CDW transition temperature. Just
such an increase in �c

CDW is seen in the phase diagram. One
may well ask whether there is an extreme limit where the
attraction between particles, due to the greater ease of ex-
change, becomes so dominant that phase separation occurs

�ferromagnetic clusters in spin language�. We will address
this possibililty later.

The corresponding effect of V on the superfluid phase
transition is less easy to describe rigorously, in part because
we do not begin from a known limit like the Onsager solu-
tion in the density transition case. On the one hand, increas-
ing V drives the particles apart, making local exchange more
expensive, suggesting that �c

SF might increase. On the other
hand, the superfluid transition is not caused by local ex-
change but, instead, by global winding, and by separating the
particles, V might help provide regularly spaced “stepping
stones,” aiding global winding and decreasing �c

SF. While
these qualitative arguments provide different conclusions,
numerically, the answer is clear from Fig. 11: turning on V
decreases �c

SF. The effect is not large, however.
In the limit of large V and half-filling, a perfect CDW

phase forms, which corresponds to a completely filled square
lattice with a lattice constant �2 larger than the original lat-
tice �and rotated by 45°�. The squared distances in the FK
exchange energy will be scaled up by a factor of 2, and
hence, �c

SF will be twice the value for the no-vacancy FK
model of the previous section. Thus, �c

SF=2�0.62±0.01�.
This value is shown as the circle at V=2.5 in Fig. 11.

In order to develop a simple understanding of �c
SF for

general V, we consider a small �four site, two particle� clus-
ter and enumerate completely the allowed configurations.
There are six possible density configurations, which separate
into two classes. Four of them have the two particles adja-
cent, while the other two have the two particles separated by
vacancies:

Configuration Kinetic energy Potential energy Weight

•—•—�—� 1 /2+9 /2 V 4e−	�5/��+V�


•—�—•—� 4 /2+4 /2 0 2e−4/�

We have included the degeneracy factors in the weight. For
each density configuration, there are two permutations. Since
we are interested in the superfluid transition, we will restrict
ourselves to the case where the two particles do exchange,
which is reflected in the nonzero value of the kinetic energy
in the table above.

The expectation value of the kinetic energy is

�K� =
2 · 5e−	�5/��+V�
 + 4e−4/�

2e−	�5/��+V�
 + e−4/� = 4 +
2

2 + e	�1/��+V�
 .

�15�

Note that �K�=4 is the kinetic energy at V→�. The super-
fluid transition occurs when K��. If we set �K�=�c

SF and
use �K�V→���=4=�c

SF�V→��, we find that the shift in the
superfluid transition is given by


�c

�c�V → ��
=

1

2

1

2 + e	�1/��+V�
 . �16�

This result is qualitatively correct at V=0, predicting a small
positive shift in �c

SF relative to V→�.
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FIG. 10. �Color online� Scaled data of Fig. 9. The crossing point
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CDW for CDW ordering. The scaling exponent multiplying
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the text.
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B. Doped system: Š�‹Å 1
2

In this section, we consider general filling �. Specifically,
in Fig. 12, we exhibit the phase diagram in the �-� plane for
two fixed values of the interaction, V=1.25 and V=2.50.
Figure 12 was obtained using the same analysis as in the
earlier sections: Evaluation and scaling of the winding and
structure factor as a function of � for different V and �.
Several features are immediately apparent from the phase
diagram: Charge ordering is, as expected, favored close to
half-filling, with the highest transition temperature at �
=1 /2. We have also measured the structure factor S�q� for
other q to see whether doping introduces order at incommen-
surate wave vectors. The peak in S�q� remains at q= �� ,��
even when the system is doped.

Interestingly, the shape and size of the density ordered
region around half-filling is in rough agreement with the
boundaries obtained for checkerboard solid order in the ex-
tended boson-Hubbard model,26,27 where similar superfluid
and charge ordered phases are present in an explicitly quan-
tum model.

In the preceding section, we argued that �c
SF for half-

filling and V=� should be a factor of 2 larger than for the
original, no vacancy FK model, and we showed that this was
borne out numerically. One might expect that a similar result
would be true for general fillings and that �c

SF would be
increased by a factor of 1 /�, since this factor reflects the
increase in the square of the average interparticle spacing:

�c
SF��,V → �� =

1

�
�c

SF�� = 1� . �17�

However, on further consideration, it is not quite so. Half-
filling and V=� is a special case and, in general, the particles
are not dispersed uniformly, that is, they no longer all have
the same distance from their nearest neighbors. Nevertheless,
this relation provides a reasonable guide to the density de-
pendence of the superfluid transition, and is shown on the
phase diagram at Fig. 12 as the line “N/SF V=Inf.” In Fig.
12, we also see that as � is increased at �=1 /2 and fixed

V=1.25, we go from normal to superfluid to supersolid,
where the phases are labeled by the behavior of the two order
parameters, �W2� and S�� ,��. Likewise, at larger V=2.50,
we go from normal to CDW to supersolid.

While the order parameters provide unambiguous identi-
fication of the phases, it is also interesting to see if the ther-
modynamics can pick up the two successive transitions in the
form of separate peaks in the specific heat. To study C�T�,
we proceed similarly to the derivation for the partition func-
tion with only the kinetic energy term. Now our partition
function has both potential and kinetic energies,

Z = �
n

e−P�−K/�,

E = −
� ln Z

��
=

�
n
�P −

K

�2�e−P�−K/�

Z0
,

C =
�E

�T
=

�E

��1/��
= − ��P�� −

�K�
�
�2

+ ��P� −
K

�
�2� −

�K�
�

.

�18�

Figure 13 shows the specific heat as a function of tem-
perature for half-filling and interaction V=1.25. According to
the phase diagram in Fig. 12, the two transition points are
N/SF at �=1.26 �T=0.79� and N/CDW at �=1.47 �T
=0.68�. As can be seen, we cannot resolve separate peaks in
C�T� associated with these transitions. It is likely that the
critical temperatures are too close and that the finite size
rounding blurs the two peaks into a single maximum.

We can, however, exhibit separate SF and CDW peaks in
the specific heat if we push the transitions apart sufficiently.
For example, at V=10, the CDW transition occurs at a much
higher temperature than the SF transition. Indeed, in Fig. 14,
we can now observe separate signatures of the two transi-
tions in C�T�. The maxima occur close to the transition
points given by the order parameters.

Our final results concern the possibility of phase separa-
tion. One might argue that in a model with vacancies, espe-
cially at low or vanishing V, the particles will clump together
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FIG. 12. �Color online� Phase diagram in the �-� plane for the
extended FK model for different values of V. Triangles: The nu-
merically obtained CDW transitions. Squares: The numerically ob-
tained superfluid transitions. The superfluid phase boundary is rea-
sonably well approximated by �c

SF�1 /� �solid curve�. See text.
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in order to facilitate exchange. Indeed, phase separation has
been observed in a related model: the bose-Hubbard Hamil-
tonian with ring exchange, precisely due to this
mechanism.28

Phase separation is signaled by a peak in the density
structure factor at small momenta q 	as opposed to the CDW
ordering vector at the largest q= �� ,��
. Crudely speaking,
there are real space density fluctuations at long wavelengths,
corresponding to a lattice with one side half occupied and the
other half empty. These translate into a peak in S�q� at small
q. Note that in a canonical ensemble simulation such as per-
formed here, we cannot set q= �0,0� since that value of the
structure factor is just a constant set by the filling. Indeed,
with our definition of the density correlations in terms of
fluctuations about the average density per site 	Eq. �14�
,
S�0,0�=0.

For a perfectly phase separated state with all particles on
the rightmost half of the lattice, we find S�2� /L ,0��0.11
for L=16. In Fig. 15, we see that S�2� /L ,0� is �1 /100 of
that figure for V0. We conclude that there is no phase
separation in this model. The absence of a signal for phase
separation is in contrast to the behavior in the related bose-
Hubbard model with ring exchange.28,29 There, the same
quantity, the average of the structure factors at the three low-
est momenta show a sharp rise with increased exchange as
one enters the superfluid phase.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have presented Monte Carlo simulations
of the phase diagram of an extension of the d=2 Feynman-

Kikuchi model, which includes vacancies. We found phases
which have density and superfluid order, and where these
two types of order coexist. Unlike the boson-Hubbard model
where supersolid order requires doping away from half-
filling, in the extended FK model, �s is nonzero even in the
defect-free checkerboard solid. The reason is that the boson-
Hubbard kinetic energy moves particles only between near-
neighbor sites. Bosons cannot exchange without passing
through an energetically unfavorable region. However, in the
FK model, exchange at longer range can occur without ever
“passing through” the rare configurations with near-neighbor
sites that are occupied. One might expect that in the FK
model which is restricted to local exchange, the half-filled
supersolid might be eliminated.

A further problem of interest in the extended FK is to
consider “quenched” vacancies, in which the locations of the
empty sites are frozen throughout the simulation. Here,
again, we might expect that when a restriction to local ex-
change is enforced, there could be a destruction of the super-
fluid transition as the percolation threshold is crossed. In the
model allowing exchanges of arbitrary distance, one expects
a more trivial increase in �c, but that the superfluid transition
would likely persist.

A final avenue for exploration would be the inclusion of a
one-body vacancy potential, which could be chosen to con-
fine the particles preferentially toward the center of the lat-
tice. Such simulations would connect with recent experi-
ments on cold atoms in magnetic and laser traps.
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